We develop an improved LPP method called scatter-difference discriminant locality preserving projections (SDLPP) for palmprint recognition. SDLPP has better classification capability which benefits from discriminant information obtained by maximizing the difference of between-class separability and within-class similarity. SDLPP avoids the singularity problem for the high-dimensional data matrix and can be directly applied to the small sample size problem while preserving more important discriminant information. Comparative recognition performance results obtained on public PolyU palmprint database also confirm the effectiveness of the proposed SDLPP approach.
INTRODUCTION
In information society, biometrics technique is one of the most important and effective solutions for automatic personal recognition. It has been successfully used in many fields including civil, commercial and martial applications. Palmprint recognition is a relatively new biometric technique, which is also regarded as a potential technique. Recently, palmprint recognition has been widely investigated (Kong et al., 2009) owing to its advantages such as high recognition accuracy, low-cost and user friendliness.
According to feature extraction methods, current palmprint recognition algorithms mainly can be classified into line-, texture-, subspace-and statistic-based palmprint recognition. Line-based approaches (Han et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2008) employ edge detectors to extract palm lines. The extracted lines are either matched directly or represented in other formats for matching.
Because it is very difficult to extract structural features exactly, texture analysis is introduced to palmprint recognition. Zhang et al. (2003) propose a texture-based approach called PalmCode for palmprint recognition using Gabor filter. Palmprint FusionCode (Kong et al., 2006) , Orientation Code (Yue et al., 2009) etc are then * Corresponding author. E-mail: zhangq30@hotmail.com.
proposed for better representation of palmprint texture. Statistical-based approaches transform palmprint images into another domain using Fast Fourier transform (FFT), discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete wavelets, etc (Chen and Kegl, 2010; Manisha et al., 2009; You et al., 2010) . The transformed images are generally divided into small regions, and the statistic values of each small region are calculated as recognition features. The subspace-based approaches employ subspace methods such as principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and locality preserving projections (LPP) etc (Belhumeur et al., 1997; He and Niyogi, 2003; Jolliffe, 1986) . The subspace coefficients are used as features for palmprint recognition (Hu et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2003) . Some researches also apply DCT, wavelets or Gabor wavelets on the subspace methods to improve feature discriminant (Aykut and Ekinci, 2009; Leng et al., 2010; Murat and Murat, 2008; Zheng et al, 2007) . The subspace-based approaches are considered to be one of the most important approaches for palmprint recognition. Among subspace-based approaches, EigenPalms (Lu et al., 2003) and FisherPalms (Wu et al., 2003) map palmprint image data into a low-dimensional linear subspace while it preserve the global structure of data space. However, EigenPalms and FisherPalms, which are linear models, fail to discover intrinsic nonlinear data structures of palmprint images. He and Niyogi (2003) propose a new linear subspace technique called LPP, which shares many advantages of nonlinear methods. LPP can effectively preserve the local structure of image data and may achieve better recognition performance than PCA (He et al., 2005; Wang and Yau, 2008) . However, LPP has its limitations to image recognition for considering less classification information and having singularity problem. Zheng et al. (2007) absorb the class labels of within-class image data to enhance the discriminant power of LPP and present a supervised locality preserving projections (SLPP) for face recognition. Yu et al. (2006) present a discriminant locality preserving projections (DLPP) to improve the classification capability of LPP algorithm by maximizing the between-class distance while minimizing the withinclass distance. However, both SLPP and DLPP mentioned previously are confronted with the singularity problem similar to LPP's. One possible method reducing the dimension of data space by utilizing PCA as preprocessing step (He et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008; Wong and Zhao, 2011; Yu et al., 2006 ) is used to overcome this singularity problem. Thus, these LPPbased approaches are generally called PCA plus LPP, SLPP and DLPP. Because of the essentially difference between objectives of PCA and LPP, the PCA preprocessing could result in the loss of some important information for LPP, SLPP or DLPP that follows PCA. In view of this, Hu et al. (2007) propose a novel LPP-based algorithm called two dimensional locality preserving projections (2DLPP) for palmprint recognition. 2DLPP employs smaller feature dimensions to provide more accurate approximation of the original image data than LPP. 2DLPP can solve the singularity problem of LPP but considers less classification information than SLPP and DLPP.
In the paper, an improved LPP algorithm called scatterdifference discriminant locality preserve projections (SDLPP) for palmprint recognition is put forward. SDLPP considers discriminant information through maximizing the difference of between-class separability and withinclass similarity, what makes it more suitable for data classification. SDLPP avoids singularity problem in high dimensional data matrix by scatter-difference discriminant criteria. Thus, SDLPP can be directly applied to palmprint image recognition while providing more compact representation of original image data. The experiment results obtained on the public PolyU palmprint database also prove the effectiveness of the proposed SDLPP method.
LOCALITY PRESERVING PROJECTIONS（ （ （ （LPP） ） ） ）
Given classes input data with being dimensional column vector, LPP seeks a linear transformation matrix to project high-dimensional input data into a low- Zhang et al. 6559 dimensional subspace in which the local structure of input data can be well preserved. The transformation matrix can be obtained by minimizing the following objective function (He and Niyogi, 2003) ( 1) where is the low-dimensional projection of . If is among the k-nearest neighbors of , weight coefficient , where is a suitable constant, otherwise, . Weight matrix W is a sparse symmetric matrix formed by . For more details of LPP and weight matrix, please refer to reference (He and Niyogi, 2003) and (He et al., 2005) . The minimizing aforementioned objection function is an attempt to ensure that if and are 'close' then and are 'close' as well. This minimization problem can be converted to solving a generalized eigenvalue problem as follows (He and Niyogi, 2003) (2)
In Equation 2, is a diagonal matrix and is called the Laplacian matrix. The transformation vector that minimizes this objective function is given by the minimum eigenvalue solutions to the generalized eigenvalue problem. LPP provides an intrinsic compact representation of highdimensional samples using low-dimensional data. However, LPP has no direct connection to classification information and often fails to preserve within-class local structure as k-nearest neighbors may belong to different classes. As the dimension of matrix ( ) is generally much larger than matrix 's ( ) for image recognition, the solution to LPP also has its singularity for high-dimensional matrix .
SCATTER-DIFFERENCE DISCRIMINANT LPP (SDLPP)
To overcome the limitations of LPP, we define the objective function of the given SDLPP algorithm as follows
and are respectively defined to describe the between- is a nonnegative constant to balance the contribution of and .
When , between-class separability plays a key role; otherwise SDLPP subspace is mainly decided by within-class data while
. In SDLPP subspace, projection data from the same class should be 'close' with each other while from the different classes should be 'far' from each other in consideration of classspecified information. Then, we reduce the within-class similarity matrix into
In Equation 6, is the within-class weight coefficient between and that are from the same class.
is a diagonal matrix and is within-class Laplacian matrix. To make projection data from the same class be 'close' with each other, is defined as
Then, between-class separability matrix can be reduced to (8) is the between-class weight coefficient between class and class which can be computed by the following equation (9) where is a suitable constant that can be decided by experiment tests. The purpose of defining is to make the two classes which are 'close' in original high-dimensional space be 'far' in low-dimensional SDLPP subspace. Then, between-class weight matrix is constructed though the k-nearest neighbors graph whose nodes are the class average data. is a dimensional diagonal matrix and is the between-class Laplacian matrix. According to Equations 6 and 8, the objective function of SDLPP can be rewritten as . SDLPP need not compute the inverse of high-dimensional matrix which brings singularity problem. Thus, SDLPP is not limited by the number of training samples when it is applied to palmprint recognition.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To test the performance of the proposed SDLPP algorithm, we perform it on the PolyU palmprint database which is the largest and most authoritative public palmprint database (Hong Kong Polytechnic University, 2004) . Our experiments were performed on a subset of this database. This subset consists of 1000 images evenly from 100 different palms. The central part of each palm image is cropped and resized to pixels, which is called ROI (Region of Interest) image. Thus, each ROI image can be represented by a 1024-demensional vector in image space. Figure 1 . Samples of the cropped ROI images in PolyU palmprint database. for the feature classification step by the six algorithms in experiments. Note that LDA, LPP, SLPP and DLPP involve a PCA as preprocessing step to avoid the singular matrix. The optimum PCA preprocessing dimension is extensively witness by experiment results. We randomly choose 4 samples of each palm for training while the remaining 6 images are used for testing. This process is repeated three times and three different sample sets are obtained for experiments. The first experiment is designed to determine the parameters of proposed SDLPP algorithm. In SDLPP, parameter and can be approximatively estimated by the average distance of within-class sample data and class-mean sample data, respectively. Then, the final values of and are set to and in experiment. The number of between-class nearest neighbors is generally set to a small positive integer. In our experiments; this value equals 5. Then, we use the aforementioned parameters to determine appropriate balance parameter which is designed to balance the contribution of between-class separability and within-class similarity. Table 1 gives the relationship between recognition rate (100-dimensional subspace features) and value in SDLLP. Table 1 shows that SDLPP can achieve its best recognition performance when equals 1. Smaller values for SDLPP can also preserve satisfied recognition rates, while bigger will rapidly influence the effectiveness of SDLPP. Hence, it can be concluded that the between-class separability takes a more important role for palmprint recognition. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the average recognition rate and feature dimension corresponding to different balance parameter values. The average recognition rate is the average value of three recognition rates obtained on three sample sets under the same subspace dimension.
In our second experiment, we vary PCA dimensions form 30 to 80 with 5 spaces to choose the optimum PCA preprocessing dimension for LDA, LPP, SLPP and DLPP according to the average top recognition rates. The average top recognition rates are the average value of three top recognition rates respectively achieved on three sample sets. The corresponding subspace dimensions for three top recognition rates are generally different from each other. Figure 3 shows the relationship of the average top recognition rates and corresponding PCA processing dimensions for each algorithm. From Figure  3 , we can choose the optimum PCA preprocessing dimensions for LDA, LPP, SLPP and DLPP to be 40, 40, 30 and 40, respectively.
Finally, we compare the recognition performance of SDLPP algorithm with the PCA and these four algorithms by employing each determined optimum parameter. Figure 4a shows the comparative average recognition rate results of the six algorithms. Then, we change the training sample number per palm to 5 to get more comparative results. Under this condition, the optimum PCA preprocessing dimensions for LDA, LPP, SLPP and DLPP are chosen to be 40, 45, 30 and 40, respectively. Furthermore, the comparative average recognition rate results vs. feature dimension for all algorithms are displayed in Figure 4b . Figure 4 illuminates that SDLPP achieves the best and most stable recognition performance in these six algorithms. When using 4 samples per palm for training, SDLPP obtains the top average recognition rate of 92.44%, while PCA, LDA, LPP, SLPP and DLPP obtain the top average recognition rates of 89.33%, 91.06%, 88.72%, 89.83% and 91.11%, respectively. Higher recognition rates can be achieved by the six algorithms when we employ more samples for training. Furthermore, the supervised LDA, SLPP, DLPP and SDLPP achieve higher recognition performance than that of unsupervised PCA and LPP.
Conclusions
An improved subspace approach named SDLPP is presented for palmprint recognition in this paper. SDLPP considers discriminant information by maximizing the difference of between-class separability and within-class similarity. SDLPP avoids singularity problem of highdimension matrix and can be directly applied to small sample size problem. As less important information is lost, SDLPP provides a more accurate approximation of original image than the presentation given by PCA plus LPP. Experiment results obtained on PolyU palmprint database demonstrate stable and effective recognition performance of SDLPP.
